PLANS MADE

Energetic Program Shaped
By Leaders

Advance indications point to a busier year for the college Musical Clubs. Last year, despite the unfortunate interruption of operations, all groups showed a highly successful and rewarding high-art reception wherever they went. This year the Clubs are more fortunate in retaining practically all of the previous members and with the extra musical talent in the Freshman Class we may soon develop into the biggest and most popular group in the aggregation in years. Mr. Doane has kindly consented to be the Dean of the club for the coming year, and is developing all his available time to the training of the membership.

As leaders of the divisions of the College, the Freshmen, Sophomores, and Juniors, have already been selected and have qualified for their positions. Meredith "Pete" Barrett '27 will head the Glee Club, and as we understand, will retain his position as business manager for this year. A. J. "Blel" has been the music director of both the Glee Club and the "Phlhel-" P" clubs. "Pete" has a popular personality, and is just the right type of leader for the Freshman Club. As business manager, the Freshman Club needs and will welcome all his available time to the training of the Freshmen.

The Clubs have been reorganizing now that the course has been well under way, and are in the process of putting on new form. The opening concert of the year will be held in a nearby church near Manchester, on Monday night. During the first period of Christmas recess the Clubs will make an extra effort to present a program of the best of all the groups in the state. In March the trip will include Massachusetts towns and will give an opportunity to our members to take in the city clubs of some other parts of the state.

The trip, with its leaders, will take in as much art as possible and be attended by as many students as possible. The program will be planned with an eye to furnishing the Freshmen with a taste of the greater schools and the many advantages they can gain by being a member of the Freshman Club.

The "Ilium" boy will go down to defeat the Bates boys covered themselves with much credit. The group that lost their chance to beat the best football outfit in Gardner field for 1924 was well prepared. A year ago the Bates boys began their campaign for the conference and were successful and were accorded a hearty reception wherever they went. They are now again on the road looking for another year of successful campaigning. Energetic Program Shaped by Leaders

**GARNET ELEVEN PUTS UP STURDY FIGHT AGAINST HEAVY MAINE TEAM**

Game full of thrill and enthusiasm is high pitched as Bates Men fight Alma Mater

Maine won but going down to defeat the Bates boys covered themselves with much credit. The group that lost their chance to beat the best football outfit in Gardner field for 1924 was well prepared. A year ago the Bates boys began their campaign for the conference and were successful and were accorded a hearty reception wherever they went. They are now again on the road looking for another year of successful campaigning. Energetic Program Shaped by Leaders
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Maine won but going down to defeat the Bates boys covered themselves with much credit. The group that lost their chance to beat the best football outfit in Gardner field for 1924 was well prepared. A year ago the Bates boys began their campaign for the conference and were successful and were accorded a hearty reception wherever they went. They are now again on the road looking for another year of successful campaigning. Energetic Program Shaped by Leaders

**BATES vs. BOWDOIN BEAT THE CAME TOMORROW**

LET'S REPEAT! There is only one thing better than a football victory over Bowdoin. That is, two football victories over Bowdoin—and those in succession. Is there anyone in college, who saw Bates defeat Bowdoin last year, who cannot feel a tinge of delight at the thought of a chance to do it again? Of course,Johnny Rosenthal, who make October 27, 1923 a Garnet day. Coach Czts states, "I am absolutely confident that every man on the Bates team will do his duty Saturday." Their play is the hardest, clearest football possible in an attempt TO BEAT BOWDOIN. We feel absolutely confident that every Bates man will do his duty Saturday. The duty of every Bates man is to be a factor in the greatest game of the year. A year ago this column urged but one slogan,—BEAT BOWDOIN. Today,—LET'S REPEAT! BEAT BOWDOIN.
IT'S THE "battle of the century" tomorrow on Bowdoin's athletic field.

The large crowd of football enthusiasts in the history of the state is due to be on hand.

Can you bear those cheers as "the backs go tearing by"?

We make no prediction as to the outcome of the game. The boys will decide that for us tomorrow. But win or lose, it's going to be a red hot football start from start to finish!

Bates is going down to that Bowdoin game 100% strong. There will be no one left up on the old college rampages.

Such backhanging as no team has ever received before will be given the Garret eleven tomorrow. And with such backhanging that team can fail!

That Bowdoin game is to make history.

Watch the Bates eleven!

JUST A PRECAUTION

The college authorities are to be highly commended for the many precautionary measures taken against a repetition, here at Bates, of the Colby fire disaster of last year. Much has been done to avert any such catastrophe ever befalling our Alma Mater. But something can fail in the process of a fire.

There may be something of interest there for YOU. Whatever this step at the earliest possible moment.

"Safety first" measure, the wisdom of which is not to be doubted.

The college towns and cities of the Colby State College, or down in Vermont, or way up Pine sheet by the library and snug in the silvery moon, are to be gone of all the college dormitories. This is done elsewhere and is a "safety first" measure, the wisdom of which is not to be doubted.

"That's the ugliest portrait I've ever seen," came to Maine in March of last year. Much has been done to avoid such an accident.

A written notice of change of address should be in the hands of the Manager one week before the time in which the change is to occur.

Entered as second class matter at the post office at Lewiston, Maine.

Peabody & Weymouth Co., Auburn, Me.
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“Tha..."
Crucial Cross Country Race To Be Run Off Next Week

“Clyk” Silent as to Result but Men face Oblige with Confidence

Things took very promising for a fine cross country team from this year. Coach says that the men are screening out rapidly.

The men run from one half mile to three miles a day, which is an excellent form and endurance. The objects of this hard work is to get the men in the best possible shape for the Intermountain Cross Country Meet, which is to be held at Watahvis.

Hockey-players are now wandering the halls of training rooms, which went into effect Tuesday morning at 7:45. There is close competition for places on the teams which will be chosen before the week ends. Cross classes are scheduled to start November 5. The season of hockey starts at the end of October and is a great way of winding up that of last year, but all classes are making remarkable progress under the new coach. Misc. Mildred Proctor is a graduate of the Academy of Holy Cross at Watahvis, and served for some time as Assistant Superintendent of Physical Education at New Rochelle, N. Y. It is interesting to know that she has never smoked cigarettes, and neither has the Junior Girl about whom we have been speaking the last few weeks.

Miss Mildred Proctor has been the leader in every reason to believe that we have dict cross country results, but we have

Micros are making remarkable in their studies themselves.

partly because lie wants his parents to be proud of him. Rarely, very rare-

The freshman to be proud of him. Rarely, very rarely

The freshman, who is a college student, who feels that the

This is a real problem whose solution should be sought:

the men in the lead Friday, they will probably stand the best chance of being selected to represent the Garnet at Watahvis on November

Another freshman in the biology experiment.

Thus, in this wonderful experi-

The freshman and the other students are surely only when they place it in the context of the whole institution and place the

The freshman and the other students are surely only

KILLYNESS

If the average college freshman were asked why he came to college, he would probably answer, “For college life.” This I have believes that the man who is a college student has become one of the most popular slogans of the college student.

This first trial has no direct bearing on the personnel of the team that Coach McInley sends out in the lead. In the last trial the team came through in the lead. In the last trial the team came through in the lead.

When the time for this meet comes we will be sure to find a team that any boys may be proud of. We are proud of the achievements of the team of past years, and there is no reason why we shouldn’t be proud of the team that Coach Jenkins sends out to Colby. This meet means very much to us. If we win, we are not the only Maine state champions, but we also win the 4 year cup. Ratas has two legs and Maine to make the cup, we must win this meet.

We have the greatest faith in the ability of Coach Jenkins and his men to come out on top, and our way to help is to go to Colby and see the Garnet flyers come in. It is too soon to be preparing your race plan. Take over every one of the team.

The free himself. Well, the boy is only eighteen years old and he doesn’t know much about it. He may spend a great deal of time talking about the advantages of college education, but he really isn’t interested in these advantages at all. I am talking about the average boy.

For Jack, who is working twice as hard as his high school classmates who are looking for a job; who is working hard, who is adding to his wealth by doing work that is less than adequate. He is a young man who is working hard, and who is not satisfied with the work that is less than adequate. He is a young man who is working hard, and who is not satisfied with the work that is less than adequate.

He will be the best of the best.

For the average boy, who had a college education at an early age.

The average boy, who had a college education at an early age.

For the average boy, who had a college education at an early age.

The average boy, who had a college education at an early age.

The average boy, who had a college education at an early age.
BATES BOYS GET GOOD CLOTHES
FROM GRANT & CO.

LEWISTON, MAINE

Banking in all its Branches
Commercial Accounts
4% Interest Paid on Savings Deposits

NORRIS-HAYDEN LAUNDRY
Maurice Jordan is our Agent
Parker Hall, Room 23
We solicit your patronage

Bill needs to see you. Bill Who?
Why, Bill, The Barber at Chase Hall

MORRELL & PRINCE
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.
THE COLLEGE SHOE STORE
Ask for Students Discount

TRUNKS, BAGS, SUIT CASES
on all Hates Work, to the Million

LONGLEY'S LEATHER STORE
Commercial Accounts
Banking in all its Branches

Why, Bill, The Barber
Maurice Jordan is our Agent
YOUR SERVICE
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

DORA CLARK TASH
BROWN
I Ask
GRAY

$3 Hollar Safety Razors sold for $1

Bates Athletic Association

FAUST PRESIDENT OF CHOIR
The College Choir, under the leadership
of Herman Faust is putting forth
every effort to make this year the most
memorable in its history. Autumn
conferences are to be held weekly, under
the direction of Mr. E. L. Grid
Protective plans are being formulated
for a concert to be given at Bates. It is
hoped, in addition, that arrangements
may be made for concert services.

J. H. STETSON CO., Inc
SPORTING GOODS
Agents for Wright & Ditson
65 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.
Telephone 119

LEWISTON BUICK CO.
Lewiston Augusta
Leavittville Farmington
FOR GOOD CLOTHES AND FURNISHING
WHEELER CLOTHING CO.
114 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

Women's Clothing in All Models
CAMPUS THREE
DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS
LaFlamme
HIGH CLASS
PHOTOGRAPHY
265 Lisbon Street
Cor. Chestnut Street

GOGGIN FUEL COMPANY
COAL
Telephone 1800

Auburn Brush Company
Brushes-Taps-Hose-Springs
Auburn, Maine

THE QUALITY SHIP
149 College Street
H. A. RICH

LEATHER JACKETS
GRAY AND BROWN

Patronize

OUR ADVERTISERS

THE BETTER GRADES OF STYLISH APPAREL
For College Women

SPOFFORD

At a meeting held in Library Farms
Tuesday evening the assembly of initiates
was given to Elmoor McCar 25
Walter Worthing 26, and George
_MARGIN

The regular program fol-
lowed, consisting of an unusually well-
written short story entitled The Tip
and the Tiger Lily by Dorothy Clarke,
and a worthwhile discussion of Russian
prints by Erwin Coogan.

Jimmie—We've got a new baby down
our house.

Elderly neighbors—Now nice—and
did the stork bring it?

Jimmie—Saw, it developed from a
metabolic anomaly. Polio.

LEWISTON TRUST COMPANY
46 LISBON STREET
LEWISTON, MAINE

OUT OF DOOL APPAREL AT

BRADBURY, HART & CO.
95 ELM ST.
LEWISTON, ME

FINE ATHLETIC
GOODS
WELLS SPORTING GOODS CO.
AUBURN, MAINE

Merrill & Webber Co.
PRINTERS AND
BOOKBINDERS

Patronize

OUR ADVERTISERS

LaFlamme
HIGH CLASS
PHOTOGRAPHY
265 Lisbon Street
Cor. Chestnut Street

People's Shoe Shop
(Craig's shoes)
High Grade Shoes and Boots for Young Men and Ladies
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS

PHONE 1800
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R. W. CLARK
Registered Druggist
Preparations & SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

356 Main Street, Cor. Bates, LEWISTON, MAINE

Girls Hiking
Includes Trip to Mt. Hebron

Recognition for Work Done
Real Incentive

Within the last three years hiking has become a popular pastime of physical exercise among Bates women. An Improvement due in large part, of course, to the awarding of stripes to those girls completing, within a set time, twenty-one one hour hikes and three long hikes of eight, twelve, and eighteen miles respectively. This year another reward, in quite a different form, is also coming to the girls who have completed these long hikes by November 12. On the holiday there is to he an early departure by train to

Alfred, from which station the girls will be driven to Mt. Hebron, where a big outdoor dinner will be served to Mr. and Mrs. Pickering, popular and good Hikes end in large shape. Everything promises a highly enjoyable occasion for all those who have qualified.

FAUST PRESIDENT OF CHOIR

The College Choir, under the leadership
of Herman Faust is putting forth
every effort to make this year the most
memorable in its history. Autumn
conferences are to be held weekly, under
the direction of Mr. E. L. Grid
Protective plans are being formulated
for a concert to be given at Bates. It is
hoped, in addition, that arrangements
may be made for concert services.

The choir is composed of thirty-five
members. Three new members at the last meeting and re-elected are: Misses
Burns, '24; Worthier, '24; Stanley, '25;
Swenson, '25; Wells, '25; Ames, '26;
Lroom, '26; Hooper, '27; Holmes, '27;
Lemnald, '27; impression: Miskin
Russo, '28; Libby, '28; Burns, '29;
Hoat, '29; Brook, '29; Chappell, '30;
Hastings, '29; Draper, '30; Hooper,
The tenors are: Gates, '24; Hune-
21; Baker, '24; Speech, '25; Miller,
Leslie, '25; Spencer, '25; Tinsley,
The basses are: Faust, '24; Libby, '24;
Henry, '25; Olmstead, '25; Young,
Reps, '25; Duvall, '26; Thompson,
Bradbury, '26; Pearson, '27; Smith,
Thomas, '27; Mr. Faust is president of the choir, and Meredith Merrill is librarian.

VARSITY CLUB

The Bates Varsity Club held its first
meeting of the year, Monday night
October 22. The purpose of the meet-
ing was twofold; it aimed to bring
the girls and boys in the Class of 1927
together as the Varsity Club, which
has become a reality.
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